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Abstract

The present study aimed at developing communicative language tests for vocational high school students. A Research and Development design was employed in this study with the primary target was to develop communicative English language tests. The main procedures in the development of the test include: (1) identifying objectives, (2) developing the test specification, (3) developing the communicative tests, (4) analyzing the results of the preliminary tryout of the communicative tests drafts, (5) revising the communicative test drafts, (6) trying out the communicative test drafts, (7) analyzing the results of the tryout of the communicative tests, (8) revising the communicative test drafts. Questionnaires and observation blanks sheet was used to gather comments, opinions, and criticisms on the draft of communicative tests from a number of selected experts. The analysis of the communicative tests tryout was done to ensure the validity, reliability, and practicality of the tests.
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1. Introduction

Communicative language teaching approach requires that the teaching of English should enable students to master the communicative competence. Consequently, the objective of language teaching is to develop students’ communicative competence. Communicative competence is the competence which enables students to transmit and interpret messages and give meanings in the interaction between individuals in a specific context. Moreover, as the consequences of communicative language teaching, the tests have to be in the form of communicative tests as well (Alptekin, 2002; Mantra, 2017). The tests should also be designed in respect to the four language skill (listening, speaking, reading and writing). In the same time, the tests should be able to measure the students’ communicative competence realized as the four language skills and the competence suggested by school curriculum. Communicative language testing should be concerned with what the learner knows about the form of the language and how to use it appropriately in context and the extent to which the learner is able to demonstrate this knowledge in a meaningful situation (Nguyen, 2011).

Communicative Language Tests actually closely deal with the students’ ability to perform their competence in meaningful communicative situations (Brown, 20104; Phan, 2008). Communicative language ability which consists of language competence, strategic competence, and linguistic competence also involves psycho-physiological mechanism in their usage (Laborda, Santiago, Juan, Álvarez, 2014). Therefore, the emphasis of communicative tests is not merely on linguistic accuracy but on the ability to demonstrate language ability effectively in particular situation (Barkaoui, Brooks, Swain, & Lapkin, 2013). There are several features of communicative language Test, namely: (1) context has a very important role and is advocated in the assessment of communicative language ability, (2) authenticity of tasks and the genuineness of texts in tests is something that should be pursued though problematic in its definition and realization, (3) different tests need to be constructed to match different purposes, (4) tests of communicative language ability should be as direct as possible, (5) integrated testing of communicative language ability is suggested rather than separate skills testing, and (6) communicative tests need to take the holistic and qualitative assessment of productive skills. Additionally, language test designing should comply with several concepts that need to be considered such as the concepts of validity, reliability and practicality (García Laborda, Magal-Royo, de Siqueira Rocha, Jose Macario, & Álvarez (2010).

The ability of the students to perform communicatively is essential to do due to the fact that we can only compete in the era of globalization if we have high ability English (Mantra, 2017; Widiastuti, 2016). Some factual evidence had proven that the competition is very tight and competitive in all areas of life (Astawa, 2008). Consequently, teachers should be able to determine the ability of the students in English communication. Tests that are used to measure the students’ language performance should reflect the students’ real current ability that is why the tests should be communicatively done. Moreover, the tests should in line with the students’ real daily life (Widiastuti, 2016). Additionally tests should be designed based on the competence standard as suggested by the 2013 curriculum (Maba, 2017). In a certain nature, the standard is too high for the students to attain especially for those who are living in rural areas of Indonesia because of infrastructure limitation (Maba, 2017).

Respecting the essential factors of language assessment is an important stage in the process of language teaching and learning as it helps monitor students’ educational progress.
and evaluate the quality of school systems. It is necessary to measure students' achievement as teachers cannot understand the knowledge, abilities and skills of the students in their classroom without conducting assessment by administering tests. Therefore based on the phenomenon, the development of communicative English test is very urgent to be designed especially for students of tourism vocational school in order that the school graduates are able to work in various sectors of the tourism industry professionally. This communicative test was then constructed in the frameworks of communicative domains by integrating those domains into every steps of test construction.

2. Research Method
The present study made use of a Research and Development Design investigating the developmental process of communicative English tests construction. The stages of the communicative construction were mainly carried out in six steps of sequence, namely: (1) analyzing the relevant test models used by the teachers in tourism vocational schools, (2) planning competence and the standard to be measured, (3) designing the initial draft, (4) conducting test trial to the initial draft to limited number of subjects; (5) revising the initial draft based on the result of the test trial (6) re-examining the revised draft based on the results of the first trial. The steps Research and Development (R & D) guided this study in conducting field study research to collect data on the test models. The data collected were then analyzed to construct a new model of communicative tests.

3. Results and Analysis
Communicative language tests are mainly designed to provide the teacher with information about the students' ability to perform in the target language in certain context-specific tasks. This study concerns with developing communicative English language tests for Tourism vocational high schools. The tests under the discussion here are constructed on the basis of communicative language teaching principles. The test must strictly follow the guidelines of the school curriculum and should comply with the standard of competence determined by the authorities. The development of communicative English language tests are briefly discussed as the following.

The tests that have been collected from selected sample of tourism vocational high schools were thoroughly studied in depth analysis to get collective ideas of test models used by the teachers in assessing students' communicative ability in English. This study found that most tests used by the teachers in tourism vocational high schools were mainly in the form of multiple choice test and matching test. The language skills which were tested dominantly reading skill and written expression, there was neither writing test nor speaking test. Teachers however tested the students' vocabulary ability. This is understandable because vocabulary was judged to be the most essential language components. Most of the tests designed by the teachers contained vocabulary tests and the vocabulary which were tested were mainly general and basic vocabulary. The number of the tests was mostly 50 test items using four optional answers. Judging the characteristics of the four options, they have already been constructed according to the regulation of test options as commonly employed by teachers of high school. However, the degree of options variations and type of distracters needs to be revised in order that the test becomes more valid and reliable.

A good test must meet certain characteristics of a good test (Widiastuti, 2017). Characteristics of a good test include validity, reliability, objectivity, practicability, and economicality. The developed communicative English tests constructed for Tourism Vocational schools were designed in line with the curriculum requirements, especially standard competence, core competence, Learning Objectives, and learning indicators based curriculum for vocational high schools 2013. This is done to ensure that communicative tests were developed in accordance with the requirements of the School Curriculum, and to ensure that the communicative tests were developed to meet the needs of students.
There were four of the Listening Comprehension Tests which were constructed, those was dictation, paraphrasing, note taking, and summarizing. The test was constructed in order that the students are able to comprehend various spoken texts in English. The most important thing is to understand contextual meaning and understand the general and specific information conveyed by the speakers. The test was then to be designed to indicate the students’ ability in comprehending different things in different ways and in different situation presented in English. The main sources of the listening material were taken from recorded native speaker of English. The use of native speaker was intended to maintain the authenticity of the natural speech.

There were four speaking tests constructed in this communicative English test. Those are Role play, Re-Telling Text/Story, oral interview and oral presentation. The main reasons of choosing those test formats as communicative tests because of some reasons. Firstly, speaking test should provide opportunities for the students to present themselves in oral activities. Secondly, the activities should enable students to activate various elements of language being stored in their brains, the more they have chances to exercise them, the more fluency they attained. Therefore, communicative speaking tests should be designed to engage students in a variety of activities. The test being constructed in the present study were all involving students and activating their language elements.

Reading skill is very important skill for learners. Through the ability to read well, learners will be able to understand the texts well too. There are five types that can be developed in terms of communicative test. Those are reading aloud, true or false test, completion test, matching test, and answer question test. In reading skill, communicative English Test was designed to enable students to comprehend the content of the text thoroughly. They need to be able to scan the text for specific information. Students need to search for the information at a certain time or search quickly. This skill means that they do not have to read every word line by line. The students merely search for the particular information they need to find out.

In reading comprehension, students also need to be able to skim a text to get a general idea of the text. This skill is essential for the students to have because in real life they have to be able to use this skill to draw general conclusion or getting a bigger picture of real phenomena. Meanwhile students need to be able to scan specific information. This skills need to be nourished since a lot of things in life we really just scan them quickly to get what we intend to get.

The reading texts used as material for the communicative tests were authentic texts in other words, texts which are not written especially for language learners, but which are intended for any competent user of the language. However, at lower levels this can often present insuperable problems since the amount of difficult and unknown language may make the texts impenetrable for the students. The texts were taken from refutable resources and they were carefully selected to ensure their degree of authenticity. However how well the reading material were designed, again the most importantly is the students’ ability to comprehend and relate their existing knowledge to link up all the utterances of the words in the text. Therefore, teachers should not only prepare the students with reading texts but they should also continually build up their students’ ability in exercising their reading skills.

The students’ ability to convey and express information, thoughts, ideas, ideas and desires in writing is continually necessary improved. To communicate in writing skills is necessary because of the growing needs written communication skills of learners in this millennium era. There are five types of writing tests developed for these communicative tests. Those are writing personal letter, writing permission letter, writing short message, writing invitation and greeting card, and Writing advertisement or announcement or Short Brochure. These types of writing tasks are very beneficial for the students to practice because they allow them express our feeling, hope, dream, and joys as well as our fear, anger, and frustration. Moreover, students should be able to present an idea, give an example, give a reason, and argue logically.

A good writing is very important in conveying a message (Chong & Lee, 2012). Specific words are needed and combined to create sentences to convey ideas in order to be understood by the readers. A good writing must have a real honesty, clarity, and brevity. It must be constructed more carefully, concisely, and coherently to ensure the clear meaning. Therefore, new movement in language teaching and language assessment were started as a reaction to the old ways of teaching. At the present time, communicative teaching and communicative assessment were primary emphasized to be carried in all language classroom activities. This is due the fact that communicative teaching and communicative assessment strongly advantaged the students’ communicative competence.

The communicative tests which were developed in this study were still paper based test, however in the near future this test should be developed in computer based assessment as the computer based assessment has certain nature of necessity and practicability. Some modification of the test types are necessarily carried out if further steps of assessment developed should be willingly undertaken for the sake of testing perfection.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, testing the students’ ability has progressed a long way since the beginning learning practices. Assessment in millennium era, teachers are more interested in how students use their knowledge of language in a communicative situation than a demonstration of the knowledge in isolation. It makes that the purpose of communicative language testing is achievable. However, it is a form of testing which, like any other testing, usually has problems associated with it, therefore at the end it is up to the teachers’ responsibility to endeavor to find solutions to the problems. Consequently teachers should carefully design the test to eliminate the occurrence of problems. The present study was conducted as an effort to decrease the testing difficulty and obstacles encountered by the teachers in tourism vocational high schools by providing them a set of communicative language tests. Therefore the draft of communicative English language tests was expected to bring significant solution for the teachers. In regard to validity and reliability issues, this draft of the tests had been designed and consulted with several experts to ensure the suitability of the tests for the students of tourism vocational high schools. Since the tests were still in the form of first draft, revisions on several tests components were necessary to be done to make them more valid and reliable to assess the students’ communicative competence.
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